In this paper, we offer new proofs to two lower bound results in distributed computing: a minimum of J + 1 and J + 2 rounds for reaching consensus and uniform consensus respectively when at most J fail-stop faults can happen. Here the computation model is synchronous message passing. Both proofs are based on a novel oracle argument. These two induction proofs are unified in the following sense: the induction steps are the same and only the initial step (fa) needs to be proved separately. The techniques used in the proof offer new insights into the lower bound results in distributed computing.
Introduction
The problem of "reaching consensus under faults," as originally defined in [I I ] in the context of byzantine faults, is formulated as follows. A system consists of a set P of n isolated processors, among which at most J processors can be faulty. Each pair of processors may communicate with each other through a two-party message passing channel, using a medium that is reliable and of negligible delay (i.e., synchronous system model [9] ). Here, two patties can implicitly infer the true identity of each other from the channel. Each processor p has a private value u ( p ) . The problem is to design an algorithm in which each nonfaulty proces- referred to as f-resilient in the literature. "Reaching uniform consensus" is a stronger variation of the consensus problem (defined only in the context of fail-stop faults), which adds one more constraint: (c) if a faulty process does decide a value before they crash, it has to be the value that nonfaulty processors have agreed to.
There are two well-known lower bound results on reaching consensus and uniform consensus. One, due to Fischer and Lynch [4] , states that at least f + 1 rounds of message passing are needed to reach consensus when at most f byzantine faults can happen. This bound is later extended to fail-stop faults by Dolev, Reischuk, and Strong [3] . The other, due to CharronBost and Schiper [2] , states that at least f + 2 rounds are needed to reach uniform consensus when at most J fail-stop faults can happen. These two results are originally formulated and proved separately using different techniques.
In this paper, we offer a new, intuitive, and unified proof to both lower bounds, as compared to [4, IO, I , 6.7.81 on reaching consensus, and [2, 71 on reaching uniform consensus. Our proof on the consensus is based on the following novel oracle argument. Suppose there is a consensus algorithm A that can tolerate f faults and only executes f rounds of message exchange. Then we can construct another algorithm A' that tolerates J -1 faults and uses only f -1 rounds.
A' does so by making "oracle calls" to A. Repeating this process, we get an algorithm that only needs 0 rounds for 0 faults, which is easily proven impossible. The proof on the uniform consensus has exactly the same induction step (also using the oracle argument), and only the initial step needs to be proved separately.
Main contributions of this paper are summarized as follows:
Our proof is new and intuitive as compared to existing lower bound proofs on both reaching consensus [4, 10, I , 6, 7, 81 and reaching uniform consensus [2, 7] .
To the best of our knowledge, the oracle argument is novel in the context of proving lower bounds for consensus and uniform consensus. The oracle argument simplifies the proof and offers new insights into the problem.
Our proof framework can be adapted to proving other lower bound or impossibility results in distributed computing such as impossibility of reaching consensus under mobile failures [12], as explained at the end of the next section.
OurProof
We follow the notations used in We now introduce additional definitions and notations needed to prove our main theorems. In the following discussion, we always assume that a set of n processors P = { p l ; p z , . . . :pn} are involved in the algorithm. Each processor pi E P runs the consensus decision algorithm Ai. Definition 1. Let S C P be a set of processors. We say that a scenario U is S-good if every processor in S is nonfaulty in U and all the faults are fail-stop faults. A view V at processor p is said to be S-possible if there exists an S-good scenario U such that V=u,. A k-fault scenario is one in which no more than k processors are faulty, and all faults are fail-stop faults. Proof: Since V is S-possible, there is an S-good kround scenario U such that V = up. Let T i 3 be the set of processors that omits no messages in the first k -1 rounds and omits no message t o p during the kth round. So if x E T is faulty, x's fault must happen in round k. We modify scenario U to make all processors in T nonfaulty by "forcing" them to send correct messages to all processors in round k. We refer to the resulting scenario as cy. Note that this modification does not change p's view (i.e., V=cyp). In scenario cy, the set of nonfaulty processors is exactly S U T . Now we extend a to a k + 1-round scenario such that processors in SU T remain nonfaulty in round k + 1 and processors in SUI' all remain silent in round k + 1.
Clearly 0 is S-good. and it is not hard to verify that
Definition 4. Given a k-round S-good scenario U , we call the following extension of U, denoted as ug+, its SgoodS-fail exteruion: u g + ( z p w ) := u(pw) for p E S and l w l = k, and ug+(zpw) :="omitting message in round k + 1" for p E 3 and Iw/ = k. Clearly ug+ is S-good because every s E S continue to be nonfaulty in the (k + 1 ) t h round. Also, such an extension will not introduce any faults that are not fail-stop. For each processor p, we say that the view U;+ is the S-good S-fail extension of an S-possible view up. Note that in general p can not obtain U;+ from up through local computation since it may not know who is faulty and who is not.
The following main theorem, combined with the well-known f + 1-round algorithm In proving the following lemma, we follow the notations used above. We first overview the ideas used in the proof. We would like to show that if the last round may contain up to one fault, having this round of knowledge will not help the processors reach consensus. In other words, if they can reach consensus with the aid of the fault-prone last round, they can reach consensus anyway without that round. To show this, we claim that the additional knowledge learned in the last round should not change the decision value based on the "optimistic extension". This is shown by contradiction. Suppose the new knowledge is going to cause a change in that decision value at a processor. The new knowledge basicly consists of all the messages sent by other processors, which are viewed as votes from these processors. So these votes are going to decide whether there will be a change in the deci-sion value. Then we show that there must exist a tiebreaking vote, such that if this vote is missing due to a fault, no decision value can he made that guarantees consensus1. Then the inequality has to come from these "nonfaulty votes." The above proof shows that there exists a "tie-breaking vote" (from some X , ) which re- vote from Xi+1, it can be "destroyed when pi+l becomes faulty in the last round.
Lemma 3. (Florida Lemma
In the following, we assume that at most t processors can fail, t < n. Now f denotes the actual number of faults. Theorem 4. (Uniform Consensus) There does not exists 3 consensus algorithm that can reach uniform consensus in f + 1 rounds, when up to f faults actually happen. Here f _< t -2.
Proof:
The induction proof is almost identical to the proof of Theorem 2, except for the initial step. Like in Theorem 2, we again assume that a magic algorithm A exists that can reach uniform consensus under all f-fault scenarios in f + 1 rounds, when at most t processors can fail. Then if at most f -1 faults actually happen and at most t -1 processors can fail, we con- is clearly necessary here. We prove the initial step by contradiction. Suppose there is an algorithm A that reaches consensus in one round when no faults happen. Then if a processor 5 correctly receives messages from all the other processors in round I , it must decide on a value. The reason is that z's view could be a part of a fault-free scenario. If z does not decide a value in the first round and it turns out that the overall scenario is indeed fault-free, the consensus algorithm then runs for at least two rounds for this fault-free scenario. Now let p1,p2;... ,p,, be an enumeration of all the processors and T~, T~; . . . ,rn be their private values. Then in a scenario when no faults happen, the consensus value among all the processors is a deterministic function of T I r2, ' . . ~ T,,). We note that f ( O , O , . . . ,0) = 0 and f(1: l 3 . . . 1) = 1 due to the validity requirement of the consensus. Suppose a processor pi becomes faulty in the first round, and sends a message only to another processor pi. Since pl has received messages from all other processors, it has to decide on a value as explained above. Now suppose pl crashes during the second round and does not send out any message. Here we assume that all the other processors {~j }~+~, l are nonfaulty in both rounds. Then, none of them itive idea again is that if the algorithm is indeed "1-resilient" in the last round, it could have stopped one round earlier and obtained the consensus. However, we decide not to include the result in this paper since the proof is not tightly coupled with the proofs on consensus and uniform consensus lower bounds. However, it does demonstrate the wide applicability of the oracle argument and the Florida Lemma.
Now consider the following scenario.
Related Work
The original lower bound proof [4] by Fischer and Lynch, assuming byzantine failures, is "monolithic" in nature and rather complex. Later version of the proof (assuming fail-stop faults) by Lynch [SI is also involved. Recently, simpler and more intuitive proofs have been proposed independently in [IO] and [ I ] on fail-stop faults. In the fail-stop fault model, a non-faulty processor never omits a message to other processors, while a faulty processor may omit some messages during the round in which fault happens and becomes silent (sending out no messages) in later rounds. Aguilera and Toueg's proof [I] is a forward induction based on Fischer's bivalency argument [ 5 ] . Our .Florida Lemma argument (shown later) is similar to the logic used in that proof. However, our proof cleanly extracts the "oracle argument" out of the involved reasoning process, making the proof more intuitive and easier to understand. Also, our proof smoothly extends to the case of uniform consensus, while it is not immediately clear how to make such an extension in the proof of [I] . Moses and Rajsbaum [ I ] introduce a concept of layering combined with bivalency arguments to prove a set of impossibility results in both .synchronous and asynchronous models. Using this layering concept, Keidar and Rajsbaum's tutorial [7] unifies the proof of three impossibility results in [7] , two of which are the lower bounds for reaching consensus and reaching uniform consensus. However, though the layering argument is powerful in its ability to prove a large class of lower bound and impossibility results, it is not quite intuitive in nature. The most recent proof on the lower bound for reaching uniform consensus is due to Charron-Bost and Schiper [Z] . The proof uses complicated induction steps, and is less intuitive compared to our oracle argument.
Our oracle-based proof on consensus is simple and intuitive because it proves by contradiction: construct one ''absurd oracle" from another. It is fundamentally different from bivalency-based proofs [IO, I , 71, which require the construction of a bivalent state that is "preserved from the first to the last round.
Lynch's Distributed Algorirhm book [SI contains a proof of the consensus result that is not bivalencybased. In particular, some of the definitions introduced in ourlproof are related to definitions used in the proof in [SI. For example, the concept of S -good 3 -f a i l extension (VY+) is related to the concept offuilurefree run ( f f ) in (81. However, the former is weaker and more restrictive than the latter.
TheFlorida Lemma also looks to certain extent similar to:a Lemma (Lemma 6.35) used in the proof in [XI regarding regular runs (no more than k faults in first krounds, k = 1 , 2 , ...). However, these two lemmas are actually different in three fundamental ways. 
Conclusion
In this paper, we presents a self-contained, simple, and intuitive proof to the time complexity for assuring consensus and uniform consensus under fail-stop faults, based on a novel oracle argument. Since oracle argument is not constructive in nature, it avoids the involved process of developing a counterexample (bivalency), which all existing proofs use. The oracle argument offers unique insights into the nature of the problem: when a more powerful algorithm (e.g., designed for f + l-fault scenarios) is used to deal with a weaker fault condition (e.g., f-fault scenarios), at least one round can be saved. This insight is proved as the Florida Lemma using the "every vote counts" argument. Since the oracle argument is shown to be a generic method, we expect to identify more applications of the oracle argument to provjng lower bounds in distributed computing.
